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INT . J. SCI. EDUC., 2000, VOL. 22, NO. 4, 357 ± 384

Transform ation of didactic intentions by teachers:
the case of geom etrical optics in grade 8

Colette Hirn and L aurence V iennot, L aboratoire de Didactiques des Sciences
Physiques, University Denis Diderot Paris 7, France

T his investigation is based on the following idea: as regards the implementation of research
based innovations, teachers are not passive transmitters, and some general trends can be found in
the way they transform the proposed strategies. This paper deals with the particular case of
elementary optics in grade 8 in France, a syllabus launched at national level in 1993. Four sets of
data ± interviews before teaching, logbooks, assessment tasks and video recorded class observations ±
lead to converging conclusions. These suggest the interest of extending such research to other topics and
provide some hints on how to design innovations with maximized chances of appropriate implementa-
tion by teachers.

In troduc tion

T he question that underpins this study is the following: how do teachers who are
chosen to implement an innovation actually do so, in other words how do they
transform the initial intentions of the innovators , in their teaching strategies? In
this research, the goal is not to see if the innovators expressed themselves in an
appropriate way, even less to discuss if the sequence was really effective or not. It
is rather to see if, when confronted with written information, instructions and
corresponding explanations , teachers act as suggested by these, and, if this is not
so, to try and understand what underlies their personal interpretations . As regards
teachers’ pedagogical actions and their relationship with pupils, we focus only on
what concerns the content matter taught, leaving aside other aspects of teachers’
professional practice.

Consulting teachers during the process of designing and implementing a new
teaching sequence is not a new idea. In France, for instance, of ficial instances of
decisions such as by the `Inspection GeÂ neÂ rale’ take into consideration the (non)-
acceptance of proposals by teachers. Any reasonable committee in charge of devel-
oping a new curriculum includes some experienced teachers in its work, to a
certain extent, whether great or small, as in the case of the sequence discussed
here. This, however, does not mean that in implementing innovations teachers’
views are consciously taken into account. This, in our view, requires research
beforehand. One may object that a lot of investigation has been done on teachers,
especially concerning their views on the nature of science (see for instance
Brickhouse 1990, Desautels et al. 1993, Koulaidis and Ogborn 1995, Millar
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1988), as well as their understanding of different subject matters (for instance,
about optics: Viennot and Kaminski 1991). Yet, much remains to be done so as
to go beyond the perspective of changing teachers’ views, to find strategies which
will bridge the gap between what researchers hope teachers will do and what really
happens in the classroom. Regarding this, we think that a better knowledge of
ordinary teachers as innovation transformers is crucial in order to make the design
and communication of research-based teaching strategies easier.

In order to conduct such an investigation on the t̀ransmission’ of an innova-
tion via the teachers, a well specified innovation is needed. If the transformations
in a message on its way to its target are to be detected, this message must be
readable at the onset. This is, to a certain extent, the case for the French syllabus
of optics for grade 8 (a sequence of about 16 hours) , which is specif ied in the
official texts distributed nationally. T he specif ication includes:

. the syllabus itself (BOEN 1992) , a series of items and suggested `back-up
activities’ , which are connected to precise expected competencies;

. the `commentaries ’ following the syllabus in the same off icial document
(BOEN 1992), explaining some dif ficulties, and recommending ways of
teaching;

. the `accompanying document’ (`document d’accompagnement’ MEN
1992), which does not have the same off icial status but is also nationally
distributed provides, along with other documents, more elaborated expla-
nations, some examples of assessment tasks, an example of timing (duration
allotted to each item) and a list of materials needed.

Here, as compared with preceding official instructions (the 1987 syllabus), many
more informative elements are given to teachers, and many of these elements are
similar to those researchers in didactics would have advised, a fact due to the
composition of the committee.

We are conscious that the l̀egibility’ of these texts is not an absolute notion,
and that we, as researchers in didactics, probably consider some elements as very
clear although others may not see them to be so. Our investigation will, in any case,
provide some results on how some teachers have, themselves, read and used these
written directives. Needless to say, conducting this investigation does not mean
that we think that the French prescriptive style, with nationally distributed direc-
tives, is the best way of disseminating a new approach to teaching. We have
considered an existing system, in the case of a well specif ied innovation, to try
and procure some information about the teachers as such. Doing so, we do not aim
at characterizing each teacher individually, because we consider that a given
teacher is not a priori a prototype of a given attitude, but may share various trends.
As a first step, we chose to focus on commonly shared transforming trends rather
than on a typology of teachers as innovation transformers.

In this research study, the specif ication of desired and observed actions is
envisaged on a small scale, because some differences in teaching that, at first
sight, might be considered slight, may affect pupils’ understanding significantly.
This links up the idea that research-based teaching sequences should be specified
at the micro-level (see for instance Millar 1989) .

More detail on this investigation can be found in Hirn (1998) .
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General objec tive s and m ain conceptual goals of the sequence

T he of ficial instructions for optics at grade 8 begin with general statements of the
teaching objectives. Some are very global, such as:

. stimulate pupils’ curiosity by informing them about their environment;

. lead them to acquire technical know-how;

. make them want to analyse phenomena in a way that is as rigorous as
possible;

. induce them to distinguish between situations and everyday-life devices
that they can, even partially, explain and those that they do not understand
at all.

Other goals are specif ic to the theme ìmage and vision’ , `Everyday-life’ , `reasoned
experimentation’ and `bringing to bear rigorous reasoning using a few simple laws’
are the first key expressions of this section, to which the following ideas are added:
development of careful and precise handling of practical devices, using graphs in
relation to experiments, perception of space, understanding that the validity of a
law is not fluctuating, and acquiring confidence in one’ s own aptitude to make and
test predictions.

The list of topics to be taught is rather classical for elementary geometrical
optics: sources and diffusion reflection, rectilinear propagation , vision, converging
thin lenses. Apart from the fact that `vision’ is given the status of a full paragraph,
with perception explicitly mentioned, the list itself is not a revolutionary one.

More striking is the orientation toward a conceptual construction, founded on
a chain of concepts, some of which are first a target of a teaching session, then a
building block for what follows. Practical activities are described as a support for
reasoning much more than as a mere opportunity for contemplation or, even, for
demonstration. From the standpoint of conceptual coherence, two rules of physics
are sufficient to uphold this process of conceptual building: (̀ in the air) light
propagates in straight lines’ , and `vision of an object can occur only if some
light coming from this object enters the eye of the observer’ . Their validity, at
this embryonic stage of epistemology, is considered as unrestricted: a law is a law
and cannot be used at random. For a more detailed level of analysis, we need to
specify which angle(s) of attack we decided to use to select and illustrate the
characteristic features of this programme.

Tw o lines of analysis

As said above, what we read in these texts is not obvious and transparent. Our
reading is oriented by our choice of two particular lines of analysis. These lines are
in resonance with what seems to us, at first sight, to be present in the texts, on the
one hand, and on the other with the teaching strategies we consider appropriate
from a perspective of conceptual construction. These lines are the following:

. the relative importance and sequencing of the dif ferent concepts in
teaching;

. types of intellectual activity expected from pupils, especially during
practical sessions.

Correspondingly, our research questions are:
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. how do teachers organize the chaining of concepts and laws to be taught? T o
what extent do they seem to aim at a conceptual construction which will
lead to an integrated understanding of the domain?

. what types of intellectual task do teachers organize for the work of their
pupils, especially during practical activities, but also in assessment: do
teachers prompt their pupils to use laws in order to predict and to explain
phenomena?

The deve lopers’ in tentions

In order to describe teachers’ transformative role with respect to the developers’
intentions, we present the latter in terms of actions, along with the corresponding
reasons. Such actions constitute a reference for our investigation. By `reference’ we
do not mean an indicator of value, but a reminder that we are comparing teachers’
actions to something which is specif ied in detail. As said above, we consider such
actions, although apparently `small’ , as constitutive of the proposed teaching
sequences, i.e. as defining its very content and not only a way of teaching some
given topics: the `what’ and the `how’ are interwoven.

T he relative importance and sequencing of the different concepts in
teaching

The themes to be taught are, at first sight, very classical. However, concerning
their relative importance and sequencing, the following aspects can be identified.

Vision, in particular the geometrical necessary condition (briefly: light in the
eye), is dealt with as a salient theme. In the innovators’ intentions, a recurrent
question to be put to pupils is to analyse the path of light to the eye in order to
explain what is seen.

This being said, a substantial focus on this point comes only af ter some pre-
liminary work on sources and diffuse reflection, and on rectilinear propagation .
For these two paragraphs , `Sources’ , and `Rectilinear propagation ’ , the use of
secondary screens is proposed in order to show where the light goes af ter its
diffusion by an object (as in figure 1), this with no emphasis on what happens to
light af terwards (see also Viennot 1994, Viennot and Chauvet 1997).

This strategy is coherent with the fact that a bright area on a screen easily leads
pupils to comment that `some light is there’ , knowing that the next conceptual
step, i.e. this light reaches the observer’ s eye, is much more problematic (Guesne
1984, Kaminski 1989).

Thus, rectilinear propagation is analysed first by shadow effects. T hen, in
order to explicitly address the necessary geometrical condition for vision, a transi-
tion is organized between this work about rectilinear propagation , with discussions
on the different degrees of illumination of some areas, on the one hand, and the
question of what is seen in different situations from different points, on the other
hand.

A typical experiment used in that spirit is the following: some holes are
punched in more or less brightly illuminated areas of the secondary screen as
shown in figure 2 (a similar device can be found in Kaminski 1989). A first step
is to ask questions about what can be seen of the source (the whole source, a part of
it?, which?) through each hole. Indeed, if the lighting of an area on the screen is
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maximum, for instance, this consistently goes with the fact that, through a hole
punched there, one sees a large part of the source.

Such reasoning is aimed at, because it links rectilinear propagation , illumina-
tion of the pupil of the eye and the geometrical condition for vision, while fostering
a clear distinction between these points.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS IN GRADE 361

Figure 2. An expe rim ental se t-up for the question : w hat w ill you see
through each hole ?

Figure 1. Using a secondary screen to show the light diffused by a first
(coloured ) screen (Kam inski 1991, Viennot and Chauvet 1997).
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Once the necessary condition for vision is admitted, vision is used as a means
of detecting the path of light coming from an object. T his is in particular utilized
in order to analyse what thin converging lenses do to light.

These are investigated with `normal’ objects, that is diffusing objects lighted
by a torch. Directive sources with a lamp behind a punched letter are avoided,
because they might foster the idea of ìmage projection’ (Galili 1996) and also
because it prevents one from observing directly ± with the naked eye ± a specific
point of the source.

The path of light from a given point is determined by visual investigation (pins
in line, straws). Image constructions are purely experimental, no special construc-
tion ray (`central’ , `parallel ’ ) is introduced, nor any algorithmic construction of
image, nor any calculation of size of image. With this procedure and the two basic
laws, pupils are led to explore the properties of lenses: any ray coming from a point
and passing through the lens passes through the image of this point (a point),
therefore the whole illuminated part of the lens participates in image formation,
and a given part of the lens may form the entire image of an object. This means
that a very substantial content is addressed on the basis of two simple laws alone,
provided they are consistently used. Perceptual effects are also envisaged in this
programme, the conceptual target being the part played by brain.

In such a perspective, some classically valued strategies are not considered
appropriate . This is, in particular, the case for the so-called `materialized ray’ ,
which is very often used to introduce the rectilinear propagation of light and the
concept of a ray of light. Concerning a `materialized ray’ ± in fact a series of
illuminated particles ± understanding the path of light is not obvious, nor how it
reaches the observer’ s eye. Moreover, when a blackboard lantern is used, or when a
rectilinear `track of light’ is present on a sheet of paper, it is impossible to identify
such a luminous line to a ray of light, because the source ± obviously not on the
same plane as the blackboard nor that of the sheet of paper ± is not in line with this
so-called `ray’ . If coherence is a major goal of this course, such short-cuts are to be
avoided. Finally, the traditional demonstrative strategy is likely to foster the idea
that light can be seen from the side, an idea very commonly found amongst pupils
(Kaminski 1989) . T hese reasons are consistent with the conceptors’ recommenda-
tion that this topic should be dealt with cautiously, preferably not as an intro-
ductory item, and in any case with a substantial explanation. What is suggested is
to introduce rays of light as entities that represent paths of light, which themselves
are deduced from the positions of a source and of more or less illuminated areas on
screens. Such rays can be drawn, but they are not ordinary material objects that
would be visible from anywhere.

Colour is another topic for which a traditional approach is not recommended.
Commonly, this theme is introduced by filters and spectra, this being followed by
rules of additive and subtractive mixing, which permits one to deal with the colour
of objects illuminated by coloured lights. In the proposed sequence, the theme of
colour is not emphasised. The use of colour as a help is suggested, in order to show
diffusion (see f igure 1) . The only expected competency concerning colour is to
establish a link between the particular colour of an object and a particular diffused
light, even if other motivating activities are proposed. T he innovators ’ suggestions
therefore mean that teachers can use colour as a tool (the priority being given, once
again, to what happens to light), without, or at least before, dealing extensively
with this theme per se.
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T he types of intellectual task expected from pupils, especially during
practical sessions

As already illustrated above, reasoning is emphasized and coherence is a key word.
In particular, before looking at the result of an experiment, pupils are asked to
make a prediction: in the column `expected competency’ of the programme, the
word `predict’ is used four times, `prediction’ is also mentioned in the suggested
back-up activities and in the accompanying document. Confrontations and debates
are supposed to accompany predictions and observations, the rule of the game
being always to relate some laws (possibly previously introduced) to some
observed facts. T his, in our view, implies a series of attitudes on the part of
teachers:

. when planning a session on a topic which the teacher expects will prove
difficult (because of the existence of well-known erroneous common ideas),
teachers meeting the innovators ’ wishes have an idea about the way they
will deal with the difficulties raised in the debate, they do not rely solely on
letting pupils observe phenomena;

. similarly, the status of diverse drawings or images used in teaching is not
considered straightforward, especially in this domain ± optics ± where rays,
although drawn on schemas, are actually not visible;

. in assessment tests, explanation and reasoning are asked for, not only mem-
orization and algorithmic procedures. For instance, asking pupils to sort
sources into categories such as `primary’ , `secondary’ ± is completed by a
request to explain the path of light in diverse cases. Or else, asking pupils to
draw the path of light in a given situation is not presented as a problem in
itself but is systematically put in correspondence with explaining a given
observable phenomenon;

. a more subtle implementation of the general ef fort toward consistency
would lead such teachers to link questions which bear, respectively, on
the lighting of an area of a screen and on what is visible from behind a
hole punched into this area, as explained above.

Several types of data

In order to investigate teachers’ reactions to official directives and suggestions, we
have collected several kinds of data: interviews before teaching, logbooks, tasks
given to pupils and videotaped class observations . Indeed, as teachers may be
partly unconscious of what they do, we do not limit ourselves to collecting
teachers’ comments about their views and intentions. Rather, we seek to complete
these declared positions by a more direct access to teachers’ actions in class, i.e. to
what pupils actually confront. For all types of data, the main themes that are
considered are the same, i.e. the four `off icial’ ones (sources, rectilinear propaga-
tion, vision and lenses) and the theme of colour, because of its importance in
teachers’ actual practice. T he two lines of analysis specif ied above orientate the
thematic analysis of all these data.
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Interviews with teachers concerning the texts of of ficial instructions

This data source is used to investigate what teachers read in the text and what they
think they will keep/modify in their practice (Hirn 1995) . Eleven semi directed
interviews took place (guidelines are given in Appendix). T eachers’ comments
were collected after reading the official instructions, and before any teaching of
the corresponding programme. After a rather general introduction, with questions
such as `do you think this programme is really new?’ , the questions mostly bear on
the way they intend to use/not use three kinds of experimental activity briefly
described above:

. lighting a (secondary) screen by coloured dif fusion on a first screen;

. looking at a source which is screened by a first object through holes
punched into a second screen, which is therefore diversely lighted by this
source (figure 2);

. graphical determination of the image of a point source on the basis of direct
observation through straws or an equivalent device.

We chose this type of questioning, which bears on planned actions, for two rea-
sons. One is that planning actions is the kind of thing that colleagues commonly
discuss and constitutes a natural and safe psychological frame for the interview.
The other is that we are more interested in what the teachers plan to do than in
what they think in more general terms.

The analysis of the transcripts was conducted by selecting salient ideas related
to each of our lines of analysis (see the section about results) and by counting the
corresponding occurrences. We do not claim that such features give a statistical
character to this investigation, they simply suggest which of our results would
most likely deserve further examination. The same holds for the two following
types of data.

L ogbooks written by teachers

This data source was intended to indicate what conceptual path was planned by
teachers, in terms of taught concepts, order of introduction, duration of teaching
and respective emphasis, chaining, corresponding activities in class, for the whole
teaching of optics.

Eleven logbooks were collected and analysed. For each session of the sequence,
teachers were asked to write, in three parallel columns, what the competencies
aimed at were, what means were chosen to reach this goal, and what their view-
point was after the session (appropriate means, easy points, obstacles?). Personal
remarks, successful strategies and questions were requested as an overall conclu-
sion of each session. Here, teachers commented on what they thought they had
done.

For each theme or couple of themes, the order of introduction and the time
spent by each teacher have been identified. T his has allowed a comparison with the
example of order and timing that is given in the official document. For the rest, the
analysis of this material is similar to that of the interviews.
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Assessment tasks

T his data source comprises all the assessment tasks, i.e. forty nine, that were used
by sixteen teachers during their annual teaching of optics. These tasks are those for
which a mark is given by the teacher, and retained as important in the evaluation of
the pupils’ conceptual achievement. In such data, it is not possible to see in detail
the duration and logical sequence of sessions devoted to each concept, as in the
preceding data source. Similarly, we do not find any direct indicator concerning
the way practical activities were conducted.

For all the items of each assessment task, a double coding was established. T he
first code refers to the theme (and sub-theme, as mentioned in the section con-
cerning results) which constitutes the target of the assessment. The second code
refers to the type of intellectual task that is involved: memorizing, the sorting out
of certain objects (for instance light sources), algorithmic procedures (for instance
constructing an image by a classical construction), conducting a complex reasoning
process (for instance about subtractive mixing, to predict the colour of objects
lighted in coloured light) , explaining such reasoning, linking different topics in
reasoning (for instance rectilinear propagation , illumination of screens and vision).

Again, the main features pinpointed in the results are given with the corre-
sponding numbers of teachers.

Class observations: video recording

Some teaching sessions have been video recorded, to find how teachers conducted
the debates in class concerning the conceptual target of the session. These video
recordings took place over six three-quarter hour sessions, with two different
teachers (three sessions for each) . In the large corpus of corresponding transcripts,
we have selected some episodes that show in detail some phenomena already
emerging from the analysis of other data sources. T his limited, illustrative,
approach has been considered more realistic and relevant than trying to analyse
whole sequences and to attribute to each, globally, a series of marks in order to
indicate the nature and quality of the ìnnovation transmission’ .

All the teachers concerned by this investigation were volunteers, and there-
fore, most probably, among the most active to try and improve their teaching.
Although not completely separated, the four samples do not coincide (see table 1).
T his fact reinforces the informative value of the convergence observed in the
results. T he four types of data are summed up in table 1, as well as the correspond-
ing samples and status of data with respect to actual teachers’ practice. It is also
indicated whether the data can, or cannot, provide information on each of our lines
of analysis.

First, we shall report on our results for the three first sets of data. T hese
results will then be completed by our analysis of the class observations . A synthesis
and some concluding remarks end the paper.
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Relative im portance and sequenc ing of the item s

Interv iews

The respective importance and the chaining of the different concepts which are
envisaged by interviewees are far from unanimously identical to what is expected,
this mainly concerning colour and vision. Thus, some teachers seem reluctant to
use colour as a help to demonstrate the phenomena of diffusion before a consistent
teaching of this notion as such. Some of them comment as follows:

I would have thought it simpler first of all to have pupils understand what happens
with a filter, then what happens when a coloured screen is lighted with white light,
then after that when this coloured screen makes a nearby screen coloured.

In such a view, an analytic procedure is privileged, traditional academic pieces of
knowledge are sequentially organized with, as the starting point, an object which is
common in schools: a f ilter. In brief, these teachers reject the idea of putting an
actor ± colour ± on the stage before having taught how its outline is shaped.

Turning to the central theme of the course ± vision ± the wording of the
conceptual target, according to the written instructions, is: `necessary condition
for vision: the entry of light into the eye’ . The emphasis on this rule is very
important in the of ficial texts. Still, in interviews, only one teacher (out of eleven)
stresses this point:

before, there was not enough emphasis on the fact that, for perception, the essential
organ is the eye . . . and how light propagates to the eye . . . there was not enough
emphasis on this.

Another aspect of the teachers’ oral comments also indicates an undervaluation of
vision in the planned teaching when compared to what the instructions suggest.
Teachers of ten do not seem to make any distinction between teaching rectilinear
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Table 1. Diffe rent types and indicative pow ers of collec ted data.

Class observation
Interviews Assessment tasks (v ideo recording)

Before teaching L ogbooks Nteachers ˆ 16* Nteachers ˆ 2
N ˆ 11 N ˆ 11 Ntasks ˆ 39 Nsessions ˆ 6

L ink with What teachers What teachers What assessment What they do
actual practice say they say they tasks they in class

will do have done have used

Information on: YES YES YES NO
-importance, (for `importance’ )
sequencing of NO
concepts (for `sequencing’ )

-type of YES YES YES YES
intellectual (except for
activ ity expected, practical activities)
in particular in
practical sessions

* 8 teachers were involved in both tasks and logbooks
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propagation and teaching vision. Thus, a teacher says, speaking of the paragraph
concerning rectilinear propagation (no82) and the one concerning vision (n83) :

we are going to do the same thing twice.

Along the same lines, there is no indication that what they plan to do on eclipses
and phases of the moon implies anything special concerning vision. As for the
effects linked to perception, only one teacher seemed to pay attention to this point.

Logbooks

T he logbooks yield information which complements, and is consistent with, these
first results (table 2) .
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Table 2. Tim es allocated to each them e and sub-them e by each teacher,
accord ing to the logbooks.

time
mean suggested

teaching in of ficial
T eacher T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 T 5 T 6 T 7 T 8 T 9 T 10 T 11 time texts
T heme

Sources 2.5 3 2 1 2 2 3 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.5

Colour 1.5
per se 2 2 0 3 1 1 2 3 2.5 2 4.5 2.1

as a help 1 2 1 0 1.5 1 1.5 0 1 0 0 0.8

Rectilinear
propagation 5 2 6 2 2 4 6 4 3 2 6 3.8 2.5

Vision
Geometric necessary
condition (eye
implicitly situated:
eclipses) 1 0 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1.5 1.3 1.5

Geometric
necessary condition
(eye explicitly
situated) 5 3 2 2 2.5 0 6 2 2.5 0 6.5 2.8 1+ (5*)

perceptual effects 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0.5 0 0 0.4 1

Lenses 5.5 3 0 8 3.5 7 6 6 6 9 2.5 5.1 6

T otal time
for optics 15 11 8 14 9.5 14 15 17 13.5 14.5 13 13.1 16

T he teaching times are given in hours.
T he sum of the duration of each theme is larger than the total time allotted to the teaching of optics
because some themes are taught in association with others. T he same is true concerning the off icial
texts.
* 5 hours (estimation by the authors) are devoted to working on the geometrical necessary condition for
vision while studying lenses by direct sighting.
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Indeed, as regards to the respective emphasis put on the various items,
teachers were, in terms of duration, rather close to the off icial instructions for
the theme `sources’ . Rectilinear propagation appears as involved during various
times, a fact due to the frequent association of this theme with that of vision, which
itself has been very diversely dealt with (see below). T his being said, this theme, as
that of sources, has been taught by all the teachers. Shadows and eclipses have
been allocated a teaching time rather homogeneous among teachers and similar to
what is suggested in the instructions.

The way other themes were taught is globally diverse and does not conform to
instructions. According to these logbooks, colour was taught as a theme per se by
all but one teacher, and also as a support to the teaching of diffusion by seven of
them. Eight of the eleven teachers concerned devoted more time than suggested
(1.5 h) in the `attached document’ to this topic, three teachers even go beyond
twice this time. Moreover, two teachers transferred the teaching of colour to the
end of the teaching of optics, without any previous demonstrative use. T herefore,
it seems as if the suggestion of illustrating diffusion by coloured illumination of a
secondary screen has been widely but not unanimously adopted, traditional teach-
ing of colour in parallel being still more valued.

Vision is actually much at stake in teachers’ declared practice, nearly always in
combination with another topic, i.e. rectilinear propagation (as in interviews) and,
still more frequently, with lenses (7/11) . However, two teachers managed not to
speak of the geometrical condition for vision at all, a fact which reminds one of the
extent of resistance to innovation. This theme (light goes from the seen object into
the eye of the observer) intervenes in the teaching scenarios declared for a mean
duration of about three hours per teacher, whereas it might have taken up twice as
much, according to the suggestion in the `attached document’ . Perception,
although one teaching hour is ascribed to it in the suggested planning, is ignored
in two thirds of the logbooks.

As regards to lenses, teaching times and styles are far from homogeneous , with
a tendency of cumulating the traditional and the new approaches. T wo teachers
even spend more than half of the whole sequence on this theme.

To sum up the indications obtained from the logbooks, the teaching of colour
and vision has been strongly influenced by the official instructions. This results in
a certain inflation for colour ± by cumulation of the old and the new ± and only
semi-development of the (new) theme of vision, in particular as regards perceptual
aspects. Lenses, often taught in relation to conditions necessary for vision, still do
not get rid of the traditional `construction rays’ . The two other themes ± sources
and rectilinear propagation ± appear, through this data source, to be taught in
better conformity with the official texts.

Assessment tasks

As said above, the presence/absence of the f ive main themes ± sources and diffu-
sion, colour, rectilinear propagation , vision and lenses ± was searched for in all the
items of the assessment tasks. Nearly all the teachers considered each of these f ive
themes as being worth assessing (sources: 15; colour 13; rectilinear propagation :
16; vision: 16; lenses: 15). This is a lot for colour, given that no competency was
specif ied as expected on this topic in the syllabus itself. T en teachers put questions
bearing both on colour as a phenomena per se, with classical questions on the
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decomposition of light, filters, spectra, and also as a tracer for diffused light. Thus
the parallel presence of the old and the new is still observable in this corpus as in
the logbooks.

Concerning vision, none of the teachers who included this concept in a task set
about it in the same way. As in the analysis of the logbooks, three different aspects
were noted here. One is centred on the geometrical necessary condition for vision,
and is considered present when a question explicitly involves a precise position of
the eye of the observer. T hirteen teachers ± i.e. a majority but not all ± included
this aspect in their tasks, mainly (ten teachers) through the device of punched
screens, a fact which confirms that this device has been adopted to a large extent.
By contrast, lenses are not frequently used (only four teachers) to assess the under-
standing of this geometrical condition. The second aspect is linked to a piece of
work on planetary positions and corresponding shadows, a theme that in principle
involves a precise, although most of the time implicit, position on the part of the
observer: on the Earth. It is worth noting that this topic can be dealt with only on
the basis of geometrical projections accompanied by comments such as `seen from
the Earth. . . ’ , i.e. without a physical analysis of the path of light. T his classical
theme is widely (eleven teachers) represented in the proposed tasks and constitutes
even, for two teachers, the only allusion to vision in their assessment tools. T he
third aspect of the theme vision is centred on perceptual effects, i.e. phenomena
that cannot be ascribed to geometrical optics only. Only three teachers designed a
question on this topic, which confirms the weakness of interest in this point,
already perceptible in logbooks.

Such are the main features that characterize the distance between what appears
in these first three sets of data and what we see in of ficial instructions, as regards
the relative importance and chaining of the taught concepts.

Type s of pupils’ in te llec tual ac tiv ity aim ed at, e specially
during experim ental se ssions

Interv iews

Concerning the types of pupils’ intellectual activity that teachers seem to foster,
two blended trends emerge from the analysis of the transcripts.

. a tendency to apprehend laws, phenomena, models through material
objects, with a dominant concern of characterizing and classifying these
objects at the expense of explanation and search for coherence;

. a tendency to link each item of the syllabus to a particular device.

Let us illustrate the f irst of these tendencies, i.e. focusing on material objects. It
may happen that ordinary material objects are considered, for instance as light
sources. Then, the main conceptual goal, for most interviewees, seems to be a
simple classif ication of objects (primary, secondary sources). In their comments,
these teachers almost identify the conceptual goal and a botanic-like approach,
with an emphasis on primary and secondary sources as in the preceding syllabus,
in which vision was not a conceptual target. By contrast, in the of ficial texts
considered here, it is suggested to conduct an analysis of sources in their environ-
ment: what they do to light, where the light goes af ter having struck them, which
other objects receive this light.
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It may also happen that there is no material object (in the common sense of
this expression) at stake, but the teachers produce one in order to support an
abstract idea. Thus, we find, for two thirds of the interviewees, the intention of
using a `materialized ray’ , which is an artefact to demonstrate the rectilinear pro-
pagation of light thanks to diffusing objects (dust, sheet of paper) . Still, an expla-
nation of what happens to light when one sees a `materialized ray’ does not seem to
be planned by any teacher, although it is explicitly mentioned in the of ficial
instructions as useful, non trivial, and requiring much care. Saltiel and
Kaminski (1989) found that the most common `right explanation’ given by the
pupils involved in their investigation (grade 8) was limited to this: `one needs dust
to see such a ray’ , which does not guarantee anything concerning the last part of
the path of light, from dust to eye. T eachers, in our investigation, do not seem to
make a conscious choice concerning such a restricted explanation nor to be con-
scious of the complexity of this topic.

More generally, most teachers insist on the importance of showing physical
phenomena:

. T hings have to be shown experimentally;

. Experiments speak for themselves.

In this attempt to make experiments `speak’ clearly, visual effects are often empha-
sized at the expense of a more abstract approach, thus:

(concerning rectilinear propagation) I start from a beam of light, beam in which I
throw drops of water . . . T his seems to me more visual than pins . . .; (with pins) they
have to imagine the ray of light rather than seeing it.

Of course, this emphasis on visual effects meets with what we said above concern-
ing the trend towards identifying concepts with material objects.

Coherently with these converging attitudes, the interviewed teachers seem to
ignore the repeated injunctions of the instructions to foster reasoned experimenta-
tion and debates, in particular by asking for predictions. The word `prediction’
itself is not used even once in their comments. No one specif ies anything concern-
ing how to stimulate reasoning and conceptual construction on the basis of a given
experiment. These observations are compatible with a slogan: `seeing is believing’ ,
with no clear distinction between `believing’ and `understanding ’ .

The second aspect of teachers’ trends concerning practical experiments is a
tendency to link each item of the syllabus to a particular device. Already illustrated
with the `materialized ray’ , this trend also appear concerning optical images. A
hole in a screen shaped like the letter F and put on an optical bench, with a bright
lamp behind it, is spontaneously presented by all the interviewees as the source
they intend to use. However, as said above, such a source is not presented as
appropriate in the instructions . But for these teachers, the classically used device
is, at this stage, the best candidate to serve in a new teaching scheme. Along the
same lines, the expression: `principle of formation’ is ignored by all the teachers, as
if position and size of an image on a screen were the only things worth being
studied. No one speaks of a real image visible without a screen, although this is
mentioned in the off icial texts. This second aspect ± sticking together a conceptual
content and a material device ± probably results from two factors: the above
described feeling that `seeing entails understanding’ , on the one hand, and famil-
iarity with a given device, on the other hand. Whatever its origin, this rigid linking
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clearly blocks, in the present case, the implementation of the innovators ’ intentions
concerning pupils’ activity around practical experiments. It does not leave enough
room for the goals expressed in the instructions: reasoned experimental practice
and debates, in search of coherence.

L ogbooks

A detailed analysis of eleven logbooks provides some informative elements about
the types of pupils’ conceptual activity as organized by teachers. A first result is
that none of these explains how they would cope with pupils’ conceptual difficul-
ties. The intellectual management of practical activities is never elaborated upon.
We therefore have to be content with rougher indicators, typically the experi-
mental settings they used. Globally, the devices suggested through the back-up
activities indicated in the instructions have been frequently ± not unanimously ±
adopted: nine teachers used diffusing screens, six used punched screens, and seven
used devices to analyse lenses by direct sighting. But this doesn’ t mean that they
do so in conformity with what the conceptors wished. T hus, diffusion appears as
another case of juxtaposition of the old and the new, the old one favouring classi-
fying sources. Are these sources `opaque’ , t̀ransparent ’ , t̀ranslucent’ , `hot’ , `cold’ ?
Such questions, uselessly elaborated, survive in a third of the logbooks.

Colour is presented, by more than half (six out of ten) of the teachers who deal
with this theme, in an analytical manner: spectra f irst. Among these teachers, two
specify that they cannot illustrate diffusion with a coloured screen before a sub-
stantial teaching of this notion has been dealt with. Consequently their scenarios
for diffusion are, sadly enough, in black and white.

Rectilinear propagation leads half of the teachers to make a ray visible with a
diffusive medium, whereas five rely only on shadows to introduce this law, as
suggested in the official instructions. Materialization is therefore in favour
again. Moreover, only one teacher describes an attempt at relating the impact of
light on a screen and what is visible from behind a hole punched in that screen.
Eclipses and phases of the moon seem to be classically taught, with no special
reference to the path of light to the eye of the observer.

As regard vision, a third of the teachers declare that they introduced the
necessary condition (light in the eye) very early on but only one of them specifies
that he explains what a `materialized ray’ is, this with a complete explanation
which is not limited to the existence of dust.

Assessment tasks

Beyond a mere balance of themes at stake in the assessment, we tried to analyse the
types of tasks given to pupils, in terms of the goal stated above: the search for
coherence. Concerning sources and diffusion, half of the sixteen teachers focus
their questions only on classification of sources and exemplif ication of categories
such as `primary/secondary sources’ , whereas others also investigate their pupils’
understanding of dif fuse reflection and the path of light from source to eye.

Questions about colour often concern knowledges to be learned by heart on
decomposition of light or on additive and subtractive syntheses (10/16 teachers).
By contrast, other questions (12 teachers are concerned) ± especially about
coloured shadows or the colour of objects lighted with such and such coloured
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light ± require a rather complex reasoning to be answered correctly, but this
reasoning is asked only in half of these tasks.

The same can be said of many questions about planetary positions and
eclipses. Concerning shadows and punched screens, very few teachers (3 out of
the 10 who include this device in their questions) ask pupils to relate the lighting of
an area on a screen with what can be seen from behind a hole punched in this area.
More frequently (7/10), questions on dark and lighted areas and questions about
vision are unconnected.

Concerning vision, a great majority of the teachers (13/16) seem to have
adopted the necessary condition as a teaching goal. However, in four cases, the
entry of light into the eye is the focus of the question but, on reading this question,
it is not possible to know what this entry of light is supposed to explain (figure 3).

Nine teachers, i.e. over half of this sample, proposed a question involving the
necessary conditions for vision calling for substantial reasoning, whereas three
teachers never asked anything about this condition. The explanation of a `materi-
alized ray’ , once more, is exceptionally at stake: only one teacher asks for an
explanation of why such a beam can be visible.

In brief, concerning the role of vision in the tasks proposed to their pupils,
teachers have taken into account, widely but not unanimously, the innovators ’
wish to stimulate reasoning and search for coherence. We also observe the exist-
ence of blockages, especially on the explanation of what a `materialized ray’ is.

Finally lenses are especially propitious to questions that are not in line with the
official intentions described above. T wo thirds of the questions on this topic
appeal to memorizing. Ten teachers out of sixteen ask at least one question on
the position and size of an image, which is outside the scope of this syllabus. T en
teachers (a group including some of the preceding ones) conform to the innovators ’
wishes in asking what happens to a beam of light emitted by a point object, given
the position of its image, but only f ive of them complete their question by asking
what an observer can see from such and such a position.

Globally, about two thirds of the teachers hold both the old and the new
perspectives on lenses, one with algorithmic construction of images and one
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Figure 3. A path of ligh t is requeste d, but does th is (single path) explain
that the reader sees a particu lar objec t: halogen , ce iling, new spaper?
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founded on the analysis of paths of light from object to image and focused on basic
laws: rectilinear propagation and necessary condition for vision. So, concerning
lenses and remembering that more than half (7/11) of the logbooks mirrored an
exclusive use of t̀he new’ way of dealing with this topic, our results suggest that
greater rigidity is at stake in assessment tasks than in classroom activities.

Class observation

In order to provide access to actual teaching practice in class, six sessions held by
two teachers (three each) in an ordinary context were videorecorded and tran-
scribed. T hese sessions deal with rectilinear propagation , shadows and the
`coloured shadows’ that one obtains with two sources of different colour, an
extended object and a screen (Olivieri et al. 1988) . In this set of data, as stated
above, typical excerpts have been selected. They have been chosen because they
constitute an echo of the facts already analysed with other types of data. In doing
so, we do not claim that we characterize such and such a teacher, nor even such and
such a session as a whole: this would require a complete evaluation of each session
over a range of indicators. Limited as it is, our attempt at extracting some illumi-
nating `slices’ of actual practice fulfills several goals. One is to back up our first
results, another is to illustrate some already suspected phenomena in more detail.
In fact, only one of the two lines of analysis is involved here, i.e. that concerning
the types of pupils’ intellectual activity in class. We concentrate on the `seeing
entails understanding’ perspective, which emerges from the preceding analysis.
T his seems to have inspired, or at least to be consistent with, the following atti-
tudes.

No prediction asked for

No teacher asked pupils for any prediction, a fact which concurs with what has
already been seen in the interviews and in the logbooks.

S eeing is sufficient to understand

During a session, a sheet similar to figure 4 was handed out to pupils, then fol-
lowed numerous teacher’ exhortations at careful observation and drawing, which
was shown to be difficult.

T (teacher)3(third sentence) ± When the setting is ready, please, look at the sheet I
gave you, you must complete the schema.
T 5 ± Has everybody been able to observe?
T 6 ± You take the drawing at the top,
T 34 ± Now, I am going to ask you . . . on the side of the sheet; there is a square. In this
square, you draw what you have seen when you were at each of these positions.
T 35 ± If you don’ t remember, you can try again, as long as you are asked to observe,
not to explain . . . You have all observed but when you are asked to draw what you
have observed, you don’ t know any more. T herefore, if you want to try again . . .

In this question, an interesting position envisaged for the observer is the middle
one (figure 4). T here, no light can be received directly from the source. Pupils are
asked to draw what they see, which is paradoxical . Indeed, the `back’ part of the
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object is not lighted by the source and is, however, visible. To solve this difficulty,
a halo is used:

T 39 ± Draw what you have seen, draw in black what appears black.
P(a pupil)13 ± I need some yellow too . . .
T 40 ± One can see a little light, a kind of halo around . . . who has a yellow highlighter?
(the teacher draws a halo of light around the black disk and pupils do the same in their
exercise the teacher draws a halo of light around the black disk and pupils do the same
in their exercise books).

Here, the dif ficulty concerning the question of why the back part of the object was
visible was skipped over, at the expense of observation and drawing: obviously,
this is not sufficient to understand such a delicate point, and all the time used in
trying to draw is probably wasted to a large extent.

Please, do see what I want you to see

In another session, coloured shadows were used and the following dialogue
occurred:

T 5 ± Can we explain what we see and why?
P4 ± On one side of the shadow, there is some red, on the other side, there is some
green.
T 6 ± Why do we see on one side, some red, and on the other side, some green?
P5 ± T he object prevents the colours from mixing . . . colours mix on the object, but
not on the paper.
T 7 ± Your cardboard is punched with a hole. I am not sure that it is the right place.
You put your eye behind the hole in the black area, in the green area, in the red area,
and you try to get something out of this.

After this first dialogue, in which a pupil’ s interesting comment is not taken into
account, another pupil’ s observation, which is due to a perceptual effect of con-
trast, is swept aside:

374 C. HIRN AND L. VIENNOT

Figure 4. A sheet used in a session of practical w ork.
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P10 ± When one has the red and the green mixed and when one takes the green away,
the red is left, and when one takes the red away, for a time one sees the green, but not
for a long time.

Various other undesired observations were made, until the teacher announced:

T 18 ± What I wanted you to see . . . (was that. . . . )
T 23 ± We have seen two projected shadows and the black zone is the part which is
common to these two shadows.

T he teacher’ s viewpoint, that is forced on pupils, is focused on shadows, as if these
were objects. However, the `common part’ of these two objects cannot be observed
since the two complete shadows cannot be seen simultaneously. By contrast, the
pupil’ s comment (P5) is built on an analysis in terms of (coloured) light, analysis
which is much more in the line of the texts concerning this part of the programme.
Still, this remark was ignored.

Obviously, the teacher’ s comment ± `what I wanted you to see’ ± is very close
to `what I wanted you to understand’ , but pupils are not given any support to make
a difference between these two wishes, nor to suspect that there is a distance
between `seeing’ and `understanding’ .

A device embodies a phenomenon (only one)

Not surprisingly, if the interpretation of an experiment is seen as unique, a given
device is attached to a given phenomenon. Class observation of session IB illus-
trates this reduction. In this lesson, which begins with coloured filters, a schema as
in figure 5 has been copied by pupils into their exercise books.

Then, a diffusing coloured screen is used to show the phenomenon of diffu-
sion. Concerning the distinction between a transparent filter and a coloured
screen, pupils seem to be somewhat puzzled, some using coloured screens as
filters. Then:

T 58 ± (dictating) How to get coloured light with a diffusing screen.
P31 ± Sir, the other . . . is it a diffusing paper or a transparent paper?
T 59 ± No, the other one is a transparent paper, this is not a diffusing paper. Look
(showing the schema as in figure 5) . Your classmates have drawn rays that go straight
on. Light is not deviated.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS IN GRADE 375

Figure 5. A pupil’s schem a concerning a filter.
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Still, one can wonder how such a paper can be visible without some diffusion on it.
The teacher may not be aware of this problem or decide to ignore it: for the pupil,
the result is the same. His question has been swept aside, for the sake of unique-
ness: one device, one phenomenon. Or is it that a ray cannot be divided, in which
case one could say: one ray, one fate?

Blurred status of rays

The already observed tendency ± in interviews, logbooks , assessment tasks ± to
`materialize’ the paths of light is perceptible in several of the video-taped sessions.
The following excerpt shows that a certain awareness of the existence of several
registers of schemas, from realism to symbolism, does not prevent one from finally
blurring these two levels into an ill-defined one.

T 65 ± A light ray is a straight line.
T 66 ± In fact a light ray has no real existence.
T 67 ± A ray of light that shows the path followed by the light. An arrow indicates the
direction. T he direction is always from source to exterior. Some say to the infinite,
why not . . . T hat’ s it.
T 68 ± Beams of light, we are going to speak a little about them.
T 69 ± I am going to show them to you by means of a small experiment. You can pull
the curtains.
T 70 ± Don’ t do anything, you see (at his desk, the teacher handles a `blackboard
lantern’ and a diffusing screen).
T 71 ± T his luminous line can represent a ray of light.
T 72 ± Now, if I put several rays, one can speak of a beam of light, a group of rays.

The expression `One can speak of’ may be a tracer of the teacher’ s scruples about
speaking too simply of light rays or beams as if they were ordinary objects. T he
fact remains that an experiment of materialization has been thought useful in order
to `show’ the rays (T69) , this at an early stage in the course and without further
explanation, contrary to what the of ficial texts suggested.

Finally, some excerpts illustrate the serious difficulties attached to the status of
straight lines in this teaching of optics. As said above, straight lines may have the
status of borderlines, in charge of specifying the limits of a beam, the different
zones on a screen or the parts of an extended source which are, or not, visible from
a given position of the eye. Straight lines may also represent paths of light. A clear
distinction between these different functions is not obvious.

The schema reproduced in figure 6 was produced by a pupil (SteÂ phane, ses-
sion IB). During this session, the teacher had enunciated some rules several times:

T 23 ± Wait, I have got the impression that you are going to draw many rays. You
don’ t have to draw a lot of them. It is enough to draw one on each side which limits
the beam
T 65 ± Do we have to draw one ray . . . no, you have to draw two rays to mark the
boundaries of the beam.

Commenting the schema in figure 6, a pupil said:

P35 ± Sir, it’ s wrong, because the whole screen is lighted up, and not only on a very
small part.

The teacher’ s answer may appear as candidly ad hoc:
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T 69 ± (speaking of SteÂ phane) He was just willing to express, with his drawing, the fact
that light is sent back in all directions.

In this case, the physical meaning of a ray is at stake, with this additional potential
diff iculty of splitting a ray into many others.

Synthesis of resu lts

Our research hypothesis was that, when invited to implement an innovation,
teachers are not passive transmitters. Some dif ferences were expected to occur
between the didactic intentions of the innovators and teachers’ actual practice.
We used the opportunity of a new syllabus of optics at grade 8 in France and
corresponding official instructions to conduct an investigation on the basis of four
types of data: interviews before teaching, logbooks, assessment tasks, class obser-
vation. Knowing that a statement of what the intentions of the conceptors were can
always be contested, we defined, on the basis of our own reading of the texts, some
actions of reference, in other words what a teacher in line with the developers’
intentions would do, this in order to have at least a reference to process the data.
T hese four types of data provide converging information on the following aspects.

Concerning the respective importance of the dif ferent concepts, the teachers
involved in this investigation are far from conforming unanimously to the inno-
vators’ intentions. For some interviewees and in many logbooks and assessment
tasks, some topics seem to have kept their previous aura and style: spectra and
filters as obliged preliminaries for colour, or graphical algorithms for optical image
construction. In the case of colour, the addition of the traditional approach to the
new one has entailed a general overemphasis with respect to what was suggested in
the texts. As regards the off icially emphasized theme of vision, it is widely
although not extensively adopted. Discrete in the interviews, it appears clearly
as important in the logbooks, the assessment tasks and the class observations .
T his topic is often used in association with another one and is therefore a factor
of coherence in this teaching. But there are some limits to this coherence. For
instance, during an observed session, a teacher excludes the fact that a filter would
be a diffusing object, despite the perplexity of a pupil who, perhaps, wonders how
this f̀ ilter’ can be seen from the side. Moreover, the quasi-absence of explanation
about `materialized’ rays, which is observed in the four sets of data, is a clear clue
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Figure 6. A source is illum inating a diffu sing paper: Stephane’s d raw ing.
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that the topic of vision has not yet deeply penetrated teachers’ pedagogical con-
cerns.

As regards to the articulation and chaining between concepts, teachers seem
particularly far from what the innovators suggested. On the one hand, some con-
cepts do not have to be linked, if we rely on our indications of the teachers’
practice, because they are implicitly mixed into a single one: rectilinear propaga-
tion and the geometrical condition for vision (light in the eye) thus appear some-
times in the logbooks as if each should serve to demonstrate the other and vice-
versa, or as if the planned strategy was t̀o do the same thing twice’ , as one inter-
viewee said. The fact that questions deliminating dark and bright areas on a screen
and questions about what is visible from behind such and such a hole in that screen
are simply juxtaposed, and not linked, might be interpreted as another outcome of
this poor dif ferentiation between rectilinear propagation and the geometrical con-
dition for vision.

Other links disappear as if one of the involved concepts should be extensively
taught for itself instead of serving as a tool for the teaching of another concept.
This is the case for colour, which a number of teachers separate from diffuse
reflection, according to the logbooks, this either by preliminary and extensive
teaching (4/10) , or (2/10) by postponing it till the end of the course and restricting
themselves, at the beginning, to a black and white illustration of diffusion.

It is worth noting that when some teachers fulfill, at least in part, our requi-
sites for being in line with the of ficial texts, this is often by using some of the
devices suggested by the of ficial texts: diffusing coloured screens lighted in white
light, punched screens, devices designed to explore the properties of converging
lenses by direct sighting. According to the logbooks , these material devices have
been widely adopted (9/11, 6/11, 7/11 respectively) , and when used, they have
entailed, to a lesser or larger extent, the implementation of some innovative inten-
tions.

Similarly, when the devices were traditional, their pedagogical use was also
traditional. Thus the good old materialized rays were quasi ± unanimously used
without any explanation going further than the presence of dust, in the best of
cases. A concern for a complete explanation appeared only once in interviews, only
once in logbooks, and only once in assessment tasks. The same can be said con-
cerning colour. A familiar repertoire of devices and corresponding teaching
approaches is available, a fact which might partly explain the tendency to decom-
pose the notion into detached pieces, with spectra and filters at the beginning. T he
strategies concerning lenses are no less affected by such a process: optical benches
and traditional image constructions limit the impact of the new instructions, espe-
cially on assessment tasks.

A narrow link between a device and a pedagogical use is consistent with the
`seeing is enough to understand’ implicit slogan. Among the intellectual activities
officially expected from pupils is `reasoned experimental activity’ . This wish is
accompanied by the suggestion of organising debates, on the basis of previous
phases of prediction and observation, in an effort towards coherence. In fact,
`prediction’ is the great absence in teachers’ reactions, be it in interviews, logbooks
or in class observations . By contrast, lengthy classroom activities have been
observed, which were devoted to drawing what was seen with such and such
apparatus . Materiality seems to be the most favoured attribute for a concept, if
judged by the case of a ray of light. As for perceptive ef fects, they have been taken
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into account very little: is it because they throw suspicion on the reality of what is
seen?

Along the same lines, assessment tasks are not mainly focused on reasoning
and explaining. Classifying sources, finding synthesized colour, constructing
images by algorithmic procedures seem sometimes more important to teachers
than analysing what happens to light in the correspondingly situations.

Not surprisingly in this context, the status ascribed to schemas is often
unclear. T he off icial texts themselves are not very ambitious on the ground of
modelling. T hey even specify that the limits of validity of laws must not be en-
visaged at this stage. A striking attitude, however, is that of one of the teachers
observed, af ter having repeated that two rays were needed on schemas ± in order to
geometrically delimit a beam ± he gave casually, in answer to a pupil’ s question
concerning diffusion, a more generic status to a drawn ray, as if this shifting was a
simple matter. Or again, a certain teacher’ s comment suggests a reluctance to
envisage a ray as a non-material object t̀hey have to imagine the ray of light
more than they see it’ and therefore a symbolic status for the corresponding
straight line drawn on a sheet of paper. S imilarly, few tasks conduct pupils to
envisage a ray as a specimen in a group, one among all the rays that constitute a
beam. Limits of zones are much more often asked for.

Conc luding rem arks

Such are the main features that characterize the distance observed between prac-
tice and of ficial instructions, as far as we have properly evaluated each term of this
comparison. Limited as it is, this explanatory study provides converging results
across dif ferent sets of data, with small but distinct samples. Such a convergence
may sometimes go as far as total similarity, as is the case for the unanimous
absence of the idea of prediction in the four data sources, absence which
therefore concerns thirty two teachers. Such results at least deserve attention.
T hese teachers, being volunteers, are not quite `ordinary teachers’ . This is a
point to keep in mind, although it is not very likely that the results pinpointed
here are in any way whatsoever linked to the teachers’ relatively high professional
interest.

Some results would particularly deserve experimental checking, a good
example, concerning lenses, being the difference observed between the extent to
which classical teaching strategies are maintained, as estimated through assessment
tasks or through logbooks. It would also be interesting to check the importance of
the particular area of science knowledge on some of our results. Thus, the `seeing
entails understanding’ perspective might be particularly common and misleading
in the case of `vision’ , a topic in which the phenomenon under scrutiny involves
the observer himself. At least, it is worth noting that this well-known teachers’
trend ± `seeing entails understanding’ ± does not only foster, here, a empiricist
view of science, but also an understanding of physical concepts that is not coherent
with the conceptual target of this teaching. Briefly put, this epistemological ± or
practical? ± position is corrosive for the concepts themselves, and not only for the
pupils’ views of science.

This being said, some results may seem hardly surprising. Such is the case for
the teachers’ tendency to keep established teaching strategies in parallel with the
new ones. Stated in this general way, this result does not bring much into the
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discussion. Yet, it is not sure that, in teacher training sessions, focused as they
often are on innovation, enough emphasis is given to the reasons why old strategies
should be left aside. If this is aimed at, it is obviously not by general statements
such as `avoid to add the old to the new’ that this goal will be reached. A first
obstacle, indeed is to identify t̀he old’ . For instance, many teachers would not
spontaneously consider the use of a `materialized ray’ as an old strategy, convinced
as they are that this is constitutive of the very content of optics: in our investiga-
tion, none of the consulted teachers proposed this demonstrative episode as being
explicitly in opposition with the of ficial suggestions. In a way, they are right. It all
depends on the details: is the demonstration of a `materialized ray’ an introductive
one or is it proposed as a theme of synthesis, is there some questioning about the
position of the source with respect to t̀he ray’ and some explanation about the path
of light to the observers’ eye, instead of simply mentioning the presence of `dust’ ,
are the beautiful red and sharp edged lines drawn on pictures representing laser
beams commented upon?

Being conscious of such details in one’ s own teaching practice is not easy. In
this regard, it is observed that most of the consulted teachers express themselves in
very general terms. For instance, they do not specify how they will use a particular
piece of equipment. In some cases, it is the remarkable absence of an idea in
teachers’ comments, not its explicit refusal, that suggests the existence of one of
their transforming trends: such is the case for the idea of `prediction’ , unanimously
ignored.

In order to facilitate a better consciousness about the importance of `details’ in
teaching strategies, we think that investigations like this one may be useful in
providing examples and materials for teacher training purposes. Of course, we
also need further research to be able to show precisely the impact of such details
on pupils’ learning, as is already done, for instance, in electrostatics (Viennot and
Rainson 1999).

All this certainly confirms a crucial need for appropriate teacher training.
However, if presented as what is missing in teachers’ actions in order to deserve
the label of ìdeal implementer’ , our results may appear as excessively negative. In
our perspective, the goal of the research was not only to facilitate a change in
teachers’ ideas, but to influence the design and communication of innovations as
well. We suggest that the first adaptation that should intervene concerning a
research-based innovative sequence is not that of ordinary teachers to the sequence
but that of the sequence to ordinary teachers, as far as possible of course. Along
this line, a more appropriate reaction to these results can be proposed, as follows.

The teachers’ preference for linking a concept or a pedagogical approach with
a given material device is probably a very determining trend, to be taken seriously
into account. Innovators, in this hypothesis, should try to link new didactic inten-
tions with new material devices. Couchouron et al. (1996) underlined that this was
the case for the off icial programme on electricity at grade 8 (BOEN 1992) , in which
the connecting wire was presented as a device per se. The connecting wire, pre-
sented as something to teach, grasped teachers’ attention as a help towards dis-
connecting the concepts of Intensity and Tension, because a non-zero intensity
through the wire was concomitant with a quasi-zero tension at its ends. If inno-
vators can generalize this type of strategy to convey their didactic intentions, it is
likely that they will be better understood.
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By contrast, it is probably useful to be very careful in re-using classical
devices, because these drag along with those no less classical teaching strategies,
as shown above. The use of images and schemas in teaching is also a point to be
considered seriously, when proposing a research-based innovation. Images and
schemas can be extremely useful in some respects, but present some dangers
(dif ficulties in dealing with images in teaching are currently investigated in the
ST TIS European project: STT IS 1999b). Even without great ambition on the
diff icult question of modelling, it is useful to question to what extent pupils can
interpret a line on a sheet of paper in not too realistic a way. Correlatively, it is
worth investigating with teachers how they might accept, or why they reject the
idea, that pupils have t̀o imagine’ a ray.

In this attempt to throw light on the process of mutual adaptation between the
design of research-based innovation and ordinary teachers, more research is
obviously needed. The work presented here has to be extended to other topics
and institutional frameworks. This is the case with the on-going STT IS project
(STTIS, 1999a and b) in particular, as it extends to other topics and countries than
the investigation presented in this paper does.

Moreover, we might usefully reconsider the most common way of designing a
research-based teaching sequence. Usually this is done by a simultaneous study of
content analysis and learners’ difficulties, followed by setting up a sequence, which
is subsequently ref ined through successive phases of evaluation and adjustment
(see for instance Chauvert 1996a and b, MeÂ heut 1997, Psillos 1995 and 1997,
Psillos and Kariotoglou 1999, Viennot and Rainson 1999). Teacher training
takes place afterwards. It is suggested here that, in the preliminary phase itself,
it might be worthwhile to include an investigation into teachers’ views concerning
the teaching of the topic at stake (see Colin 1998, 1999), so as to design a sequence
that would be as close as possible to what is acceptable to ordinary teachers while
being at the same time the product of research.
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Append ix

Guidelines for interviews about optics at grade 8 in France

T his interview is in two parts:
1. the official instructions for teaching optics in grade 8;
2. three particular points of these official instructions.

1. General aspects
1.1. What is your general impression of these new official instructions?
1.2. Concerning the content to be taught

1.2.1 What are the differences with respect to the preceding official
instructions?

1.2.2 Are there in these contents
things that are difficult to teach?
things that are difficult to understand?

1.2.3 Are there in these contents
things that are difficult/interesting to teach?
things that are interesting for pupils?

1.3. Concerning the presentation these official instructions, two specific headings are used:
1.3.1 `expected competencies (or in process of learning)’ : will this listing of compe-

tencies change the way you are going to organize your teaching and, if so, how?
1.3.2 `back-up activities’ : will they change the way you are going to organize your

teaching and, if so, how?
1.4. With respect to the preceding official instructions what more, less or similar suggestion

can be made for ways of working?

2. T hree particular points of the official instructions, relating to the back-up activities
2.1. Lighting of coloured screens near a white screen.

2.1.1. What is the interest of such an activity
with respect to what the pupils know?
with respect to what will follow in teaching?

2.1.2. Can one benefit from this activity
without having analysed the part played by the eye?
without having specified that light propagates in straight line.

2.1.3. Concerning the phenomenon of diffuse reflection, do the instructions suggest
enough elements, appropriate elements, according to you? Do you intend to
complete these or to put different emphasis on some of them? How?

2.1.4. T o which pupils’ competency can this activity be related? Are there other
competencies that you wish to develop with this activity?

2.2. Predicting and checking what is visible throughout a series of punched screens or in
line with pins.
2.2.1 What is the interest of such an activity

with respect to pupils’ conceptions?
with respect to the logic of the instructions
what precedes (sources of light and rectilinear propagation)
what follows (principle of image formation)?

2.2.2. Concerning the topic of vision (in its geometrical aspects), do the instructions
suggest enough elements according to you? Do you intend to complete these?
How?

2.2.3. In the preceding official instructions concerning optics, the model of a ray of
light and rectilinear propagation of light were also present. Here, the chaining of
these notions is different. Do you think that it is

more relevant?
less relevant?
why?

2.2.4. How can this activity be organized in class?
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2.3. Analysing paths of pencils of light by direct sight and drawings on a real scale, in order
to localize the image.

2.3.1. What is different in this activity when compared to the usual ways of localizing
images? Does this process seem more rigorous? Less rigorous? Why?
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